
 

MotiveWave Software Releases Mac OSX Version of its Trading Platform 

TORONTO, ON – September 8, 2011 – MotiveWave Software, an up-and-coming provider 
of charting, analysis and trading software, announced today the release of a Mac OSX version 
of its MotiveWave charting and trading platform.   

MotiveWave is a charting, analysis and trading platform that also specializes in Elliott Wave, 

Fibonacci, Gann and Gartley trading strategies.  MotiveWave’s advanced Elliott Wave tools 

make it easier and faster for Elliott Wave traders to create their Elliott Wave Analysis, for 

example, wave labels are automatically added to the chart. 

The MotiveWave Elliott Wave components allow Elliott Wave traders to shorten their learning 

curve and to be more confident in their wave counts.  MotiveWave will tell them when and how 

an Elliott Wave Theory rule has been broken, allowing them to adjust their plotted wave counts 

accordingly.  Auto Elliott Wave and Auto Gartley tools are also available. 

MotiveWave’s Mac version has all of the features and functionality found in the MotiveWave 
Windows version and incorporates standard Mac practices; it is a true Mac version. 

"MotiveWave’s charting and trading platform is very easy-to-use whether you’re a beginner, a 
market analyst or a professional discretionary trader,” said Tony Lindsay, Founder of 
MotiveWave Software.  “We know it’s hard for Mac users to find a true Mac charting and trading 
platform so we are excited that we can now offer the same MotiveWave ease-of-use, advanced 
charting and functionality in a Mac version," added Lindsay. 

MotiveWave can be used to trade any securities that your broker or data service supports.  

These may include stocks, futures, options, equities and forex. 

To get a full-access 14-Day free trial of the MotiveWave Mac OSX version, visit 
www.motivewave.com/free_trial.htm. 

About MotiveWave Software 
Founded in 2010, MotiveWave Software (www.MotiveWave.com) is quickly emerging as a 
leading developer of easy-to-use high-performance charting and trading software for the 
individual active trader. Built with the individual trader in mind, the company's trading platform, 
MotiveWave, provides advanced charting and market analysis that enables traders to easily 
execute their trading decisions accurately and efficiently through its intuitive charts and trading 
screens and order management capabilities. 
Based in Toronto, ON, MotiveWave Software is continually invested in product development to 
make MotiveWave the best charting and trading software available. 
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